The Four of Us
Wir vier

review
Jakob Wilber was murdered as a young man, apparently as the result
of a disagreement in a pub, though the reader never discovers the
truth of the matter. His murderer, Kai Vogler, is serving a life sentence
– but knowing that the culprit is behind bars does nothing to alleviate
the Wilber family’s own life sentence. They lead lives muted by their
own suffering, which they cannot share, instead trying to hide from
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their agony by gliding, gardening and even – in the case of Merten –
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denying the existence of his dead brother.

Fiction

In this family that is being eaten up by grief and silence, it is the
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mother, Ruth, who finally decides to take action. Behind her
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husband’s back, she writes to request a prison visit. Lothar finds the
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reply, offering her a date and time, in the glove compartment of her
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car but, typically, says nothing.
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The family dynamics are depicted with great subtlety in this insightful
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and poetic novel, and are entirely credible. It is clear that Jakob was
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Lothar’s preferred son (they shared a common interest in flying), and
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the relationship between Lothar and Merten is believably tense:
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Merten feels criticised, even when his father isn’t evidently criticising
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him, and Lothar feels rejected by Merten even when Merten does
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nothing explicitly to reject him. The relationship between Lothar and
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Ruth appears to be close one minute and horribly distant the next.
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The strength of the relationship between Merten and his girlfriend
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Miriam is unclear, while it becomes evident that the relationship
between Merten and Jakob was not entirely untroubled.
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However, there is a kind of redemption at the end. Ruth finally
confronts her son’s murderer and, no longer tormented by dreams of
him, begins to feel that she can move on with her life, and Merten and
his father discover that they had more in common than they imagined.
So the unspeakable wound starts to heal as they feel able to say
things like: ‘Jakob would have liked that.’
Subtle, poetic and full of insight, The Four of Us is highquality literary
fiction and the agony endured by the characters in the book lives on
in the reader’s mind. Devoid of sentimentality, this novel skilfully
addresses subject matter that is difficult but of universal interest.

press quotes

‘The book is dazzling in its intensity, which is
sometimes simply too much to bear.’– Welt am
Sonntag
‘Wir Vier is a gentle and thus a haunting novel: the
portrait of a family caught between complete
bewilderment and grief, for whom life has become a
flight from reality.’– KulturSPIEGEL
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